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Everyone knows what a hipster is—or do we? Here's a proper introduction, with arty fun for
hipsters and their friends and frenemies. Enter their world, from the coffee shop to the indie-film
screening. Find out what they keep in their cool vintage bags, what they wear, how they travel,
and what they get up to on the weekends. Enjoy and color their favored hairstyles, pets, tattoos,
and more. Entertaining, exquisitely drawn, and engagingly satirical, this unique collection leaves
no coffee pot unpercolated in the hipster milieu! Drawing on her keen observation of hipster
habits, Charlotte Farmer has created the book every hip person will pretend not to want—but will
secretly covet. And who knows? You just may find a little bit of YOU inside!

About the AuthorCharlotte Farmer graduated from London’s Central St. Martins School of Art &
Design (one of the acknowledged centers of global hipsterdom) in 2006, with an MA in
Communications Design. She has been working freelance ever since, writing, drawing, and
designing, but mostly illustrating for a variety of clients. Charlotte lives in London.
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Stevenson, “Funny. Love the pictures.  Super funny and also relaxing to color”

NoVa Mom, “Excellent images but mediocre paper. The images are just fantastic! I love how
quirky and well drawn they are. Unfortunately I dislike the paper quality and thickness. It is
printed on mediocre, thin paper that bleeds and doesn't have a really good grain so blending is
difficult. It seems like a waste of excellent images. I might just photocopy images onto better
paper for a more pleasant coloring experience. So far colored pencils and gel pens seem like the
best tools- markers bleed through sadly, and the pages are double printed so you end up ruining
other pages.Edited to add: photos of marker bleed, blending with color pencils.”

Jane, “Make Sure to Print Out Pages. Okay, this book is amazing for my aesthetic needs. I forgot,
however, to print out the pages and just colored on the pages, which is fine too, but you can't
reuse the pages then. Anyway, amazing, and I love the different drawings.”

Jeffrey J. Kroma, “Hilarious coloring book. I always get a good laugh when I draw in this! The
pages are super thick and the ink doesn't flow through to the other side. This is fun to color in
with friends”

Vanessa, “Four Stars. Funny and cute coloring book!”

Lowarys, “These were gifts for my student assistants and they loved them! The varying
illustrations are fun. This book was quite a bit thicker than I expected for an adult coloring book.
These were gifts for my student assistants and they loved them! The varying illustrations are fun,
funky and unique!”

J.Lo, “... a friend I tease about being a "hipster" she loved it, we had good laugh. This was a gift
for a friend I tease about being a "hipster" she loved it, we had good laugh. I would recommend it”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Very funny and creative drawings! My boyfriend loved it as a
birthday gift.”

Allison Mills, “Nice. Good colouring book, not really detailed but good theme.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Humorous and simple but worth it.. So much fun. Bought one in a store
as a gift for a friend, and my daughter loved it so much I had to order one for her. A simple but
fun colouring in book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Beautifully drawn, docked marks for poor shipping.. The illustrations are



beautiful and the book itself is sturdy but i wish a fragile sticker had been slapped on so that it
didn't arrive bent and scuffed. It's a gift so I'm disappointed that I'll have to mend before giving it
away. Also the book jacket (not the cover, to my relief) was on backwards and upside down.
Much more content than I was expecting and plenty of detail for the user. Pleased overall.”

The book by Bella Stitt has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 25 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 80 pages
Item Weight: 11.5 ounces
Dimensions: 8.5 x 0.25 x 8.25 inches
Reading age: 8 - 10 years
Hardcover: 108 pages
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